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operations, maintenance and surveillance activities, follow up of on-site
events, open items, and licensee event reports (LERs), as well as selected
independent inspection activities. Inspection'rocedures 37828, 61726, 62703,
71707, 71710, 92700, 92703, and 93702 were used as guidance during this *

inspection.

et ssues a e nt S ste t s: None

~eurus
5

Ge er Conclusions on Str n ths 'nd Weakness s

555th*:
~ The licensee operations staff demonstrated good safety awareness and

appropriate immediate actions during the response to a turbine
overspeed event on September 12, 1992. (Paragraph 4.b)
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~ Licensee guality Assurance (gA) demonstrated timely and effective
followup of indications of problems identified by the NRC in the EDG

~ preoperational testing program. gA identified that the sixth
emergency diesel generator preoperational testing program had been
implemented in 'a manner that bypassed normal plant quality
oversight. (Paragraph 6)

~ Ongoing system design reviews identified two condi'tions placing
safety systems outside safety system design bases. Although the
items appeared to have low safety significance, the identification
of these weakness by licensee staff is an indication of an effective
design review program.'Paragraph 9)

lIeUInesses:
r

The diesel generator 2-3 test program was apparently implemented
without adequate formal documentation of problems found during the
testing. This was the case for the General Construction testing
performed to validate detailed installation configuration, as well
as for the Plant Test Group testing performed which validated
functional performance of EDG systems. Although investigation of
the scope and root cause of the problem is not complete, it appeared
that lack of formal problem documentation for all but the worst
equipment problems was accepted by the working level staff in both
organizations. (Paragraph 6)

E

An erroneous signal from the P2000 computer (which caused a turbine
governor valve to open) and leakage through the associated turbine
stop valve caused the turbine to overspeed while the reactor was
being shut down on September 12, 1992. This resulted in a cooldown
of the reactor and prompted the operators to trip the reactor to .
avoid a possible inadvertent criticality; While the operators
appear to have responded appropriately to the event, the control
system problems which caused it had been previously observed,
indicating weakness is oversight or corr'ective actions for identi-
fied problems. (Paragraph 4.b)

Si nificant Safet chatters: None.

Summar of Violations:

0 en

One violation was identified; in that an unlicensed assistant
control operator (ACO) was directed to operate controls at the Unit
I control board following a plant trip on May 17, 1991, which could
have had an indirect effect upon reactivity. NRC staff review has
determined that this was a violation of NRC requirements. See
inspection report 50-275/91-34 for details.

I'nenon-cited licensee-identified violation, related to post-
installation testing of EDG 2-3, is discussed in Paragraph 6.

E

Items Summar

Two items were closed. No new items were opened.





DETAILS

Persons Contacted

Pacific Gas and Electric Com an

G.

W.
*D
*B
*W.
*D
J.

*W.
*R.

H.
*J

S.
*R.
J.

*R
*T

R.
"A.

R.
*S
*W.
*R
*D
*H
*L
*D

H. Rueger, Senior Vice President and General Manager,
Nuclear Power Generation Business Unit

D. Townsend, Vice President and Plant Manager, Diablo
Canyon Operations

H. Fujimoto, Vice President, Nuclear Technical Services
B. Miklush, Manager, Operations Services
W. Giffin, Manager, Maintenance Services
G. Crockett, Manager, Technical Services
A..Taggart, Director, guality Programs and Assessment
E. Holden, Instrumentation and Controls Maintenance Director
D. Barkhuff, guality Control Director
P. Powers, Mechanical Maintenance Director
J. Phillips, Electrical Maintenance Director
A. Shoulders, On Site Project Engineer
R. Fridley, Operations Director
Gray, Radiation Protection Director
V. Boots, Chemistry Director
K. Rhodes, Construction Project Superintendent
A. Moulia, Assistant to Vice President, Diablo Canyon

-Operations
Kohout, Safety, Health and Emergency Services Director
L. Young, Senior guality Assurance Supervisor
A. Waltos, Mechanical Maintenance Supervisor
Blakely, Public Affairs Representative
T. Rapp, Onsite Review Group Chairman
L. Thierry, Regulatory Compliance Engineer
A. Hoon, Regulatory Compliance Engineer
Burgess, Systems Engineering Director
R. Collins, guality Assurance Supervisor
Bell, NECS guality Control Supervisor

*Denotes those attending the exit interview.

The inspectors interviewed other'icensee employees including shift
supervisors, shift foremen (SFH), reactor and auxiliary operators,
maintenance personnel, plant technicians and engineers, and quality
assurance personnel.

0 erational Status 'of Diablo Can on Units 1 and

At the beginning of the report period Unit 1 was at approximately 98X
power. The plant was ramped down in power to compensate for fuel burn-up
and was at 78X power on September 11. Unit 1 shut down on September 12
for a scheduled 63 day refueling outage. The shutdown was complicated by
a spurious reopening of a main turbine stop valve and two governor valves
which caused the turbine to accelerate from 1100 RPH to 1870 RPH (See
Section 4.b of this report for details).





A few hours later, during the cooldown, RCS system pressure rose above
the 350 psi Low Temperature Over Pressure (LTOP) Protection set point,
and the system responded as expected, by the opening of a power operated
relief valve and relieving pressure.

1

Unit 2 operated at full power for the entire report period.

3. 0 erational Safet Verification 71707

General

During the inspection period, the inspectors observed and examined
activities to verify the operational safety of the licensee's
facility. The observations and examinations of those activities
were .conducted on a daily, weekly or monthly basis..

On a daily basis, the inspectors observed. control. room activities to
verify compliance with selected Limiting Conditions for Operation
(LCOs) as prescribed in the facility Technical Specifications (TS).
Logs, instrumentation, recorder traces, and other operational
records were examined to obtain information on plant conditions and
to eval'uate trends. This operational information was then evaluated
to determine whether regulatory requirements were satisfied. -Shift
turnovers were .observed on a sample basis to verify that all
pertinent information on plant status was relayed to the oncoming
crew. During each week, the-inspectors toured accessible areas of.
the facility to observe the following:

(I) General plant and equipment conditions

(2) Fire hazards and fire fighting equipment

(3) Conduct of selected activities for compliance with the
licensee'.s administrative controls and approved procedures

(4)

(5)

(6)

Interiors of electrical and control panels

Plant housekeeping and cleanliness

Engineered safety features equipment alignment and'conditions

(7) Storage of pressurized gas bottles

The inspectors talked with control room operators and other plant
personnel. The discussions centered on pertinent topics of general
plant conditions, procedures, security, training, and other 'aspects
of the work

activities.'.

Radiolo ical Protection

The inspectors periodically observed radiological protection
practices to determine whether the licensee's program was being
implemented in conformance with facility policies and procedures and
in compliance with regulatory requirements. The inspectors verified
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that health physics supervisors and professionals conducted frequent
plant tours to observe activities in progress and were aware of
significant plant activities, particularly those related to radio-
logical conditions and/or challenges. ALARA considerations were
found to be an integral part of each RWP (Radiation Work Permit).

Ph sical Securit

Security activities were observed for conformance with regulatory
requirements, implementation of the site security plan, and
administrative procedures, including vehicle and personnel access
screening, personnel badging, site security force manning,
compensatory'easures, and protected and vital area integrity.
Exterior lighting was checked during back shift inspections.

I

No violations or deviations were identified.

4. Onsite Event Follow U 93702

'a ~ Notification of Unusual Event due to State Communications Center
Unavai 1 abi 1 it

b.

At 2:00 am on September 20, operations staff were unabl,e to contact
California State Emergency Services during a routine check of
emergency communications capability. Operations staff followed
procedural guidance to continue to attempt to contact state
emergency services, notified the NRC operations center as required
by 10 CFR 50.72, and declared an Unusual Event according to plant
procedures. The Unusual Event was exited about 4:00 am on September
20 when the state made an alternate emergency communications line
available to the licensee.

Turbine Overs eed and Reactor Coolant S stem Cooldown

On September 12 at 11: 18 pm, during the shutdown of Unit 1 for the
refueling outage, one main turbine stop valve and two governor
valves spuriously opened after the generator had been taken off line
and the turbine was coasting down. The main turbine speed abruptly
increased from about 1100 to 1870 RPH, whereupon an operator tripped
the turbine which terminated the event. The licensee made a 4-hour
non-emergency report in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 (b)(2)(ii).
When the main turbine is operating, turbine speed is regulated by
the position of four governor valves which are controlled by the
P2000 computer. At Diablo Canyon, the P2000 opens the first three
governor valves as a group. When these three are fully open, the
fourth governor valve is opened. The Unit 1 fourth governor valve
was shut and isolated earlier in the cycle due to mechanical
vibration problems. When the turbine is tripped, either manually or
automatically, the P2000 computer is programmed to reset the turbine
speed demand to 0 RPH.

In addition, four turbine stop valves (hydraulically opened reverse
seating check valves) are upstream of the governor valves and are



0



open when the turbine is operating. These stop valves shut when the
turbine is tripped. Each stop valve has a bypass valve to allow
pressure equalization across the stop valve so that the stop valves
can be opened when the governor valves are shut prior to turbine
warmup. Each of the. stop valves also has a trip pilot valve which
vents steam from the stop valve operating shaft to decrease the

,force needed to trip shut the stop valve. The trip pilot-valves are
shut when the turbine is operating, but open on a turbine trip
signal. The steam vented. through the pilot valve is dumped to the
condenser.

During routine plant shutdowns at Diablo Canyon, the licensee's
procedures require separation of the main generator from the grid,
and then a manual trip of the turbine. The procedures then require
shutting the turbine stop valve bypass, valves (to prevent equalizing
pressure and reopening the stop valves) an'd relatching the turbine
(reset the turbine trip) to stop dumping steam to the condens'er
through the trip pilot valves. This is done to allow a slower
and/or more controlled cooldown of the reactor coolant system.

During this overspeed event, the reactor was shutdown with 'control
bank D fully inserted, control- bank C at about 50 steps, and power
in the intermediate range at 1.9xlOE-9 amps. The licensee operators
followed their normal procedures and after shutting the stop-bypass
valves, relatched the main turbine. Based on review of computer
logs, the P2000 computer reset to 0 RPH at turbin~ trip, and then
spuriously reset to a speed demand of 1800 RPH. This was not
expected and was not observed by the operators at that time.

.Governor valve number 1 opened to 50X and an operator was dispatched
to shut that valve at the turbine front standard. (In speed
control, as opposed to load control mode, the governor valves open a
maximum of 50X). Subsequently, stop valve number 3 opened fully,
followed by governor valve number 3 going 50X open. The. operators
observed a rapid turbine speed increase from about 1100 to 1870 RPH

accompanied by a rapid Reactor Coola'nt System cooldown from 543 to
535 F and an increase in indicated neutron level to 2.2xlOE-9 amps.
The operators tripped the main turbine and the reactor. The turbine
stop and governor valves shut, all rods dropped into the core, the

. cooldown stopped, and indicated neutron level decreased. The plant
was stabilized in mode 3 (hot standby).

The NRC questioned the licensee 'regarding whether the reactor
achieved criticality during the rapid cooldown, whether the 103X
electric turbine overspeed trip worked, and whether relatching the
turbine during shutdown was reasonable.

The licensee documented their review of the reactivity effects of
the cooldown in a memo from the Plant Engineering Director, dated
September 15, 1992. The memo concluded that the plant maintained
substantial margin below criticality throughout the event. Based on
a review of the licensee's assumptions and analysis, the inspectors
concluded that the licensee's evaluation was satisfactory.





The inspectors examined the licensee's P2000 computer data logs and
plant trend charts to evaluate if the 103X trip had functioned. The
inspectors concluded. that the 103X trip appeared to have functioned
properly since the governor valves appeared to have started closing
just before the operators manual,ly tripped'he turbine.

I

In discussing with the licensee why they needed to relatch the
turbine, the inspectors found that the licensee had experienced an
earlier instance of the inadvertent stop valve (HS-I-FCV-145)
opening problem on Harch 3, 1992. Apparently, this was a result of
leakage around the stop valve which equalized pressure and allowed
the stop valve to open. The inspector noted that the Action Request
(AR) (A0262107) documented the licensee's evaluation of repairs to
be scheduled during the next Unit 1 outage and identified that
turbine stop valve. leakage had contributed to the event. The

. inspectors also found that,a previous AR (A0240578) documented a

failure during testing of the P2000 computer for Unit 2 which caused
the governor valves to go open after the turbine was,relatched on
August 31, 1991. During that event the operators apparently
reco'gnized that if a stop valve were to open, the turbine could
overspeed, and the RCS could have overcooling, potentially leading
to a safety injection.

The inspectors pointed'ut to the licensee that neither the
September 1991 nor the Harch 1992 AR resolutions fully evaluated the
potential for RCS cool down, nor the potential for a more serious
turbine overspeed. They had not highlighted the need to be con-,
cerned about turbine stop valve leakage, the intermittent failures
of the P2000 computers which left speed demand at 1800 RPH, nor the
inherent risks of .operating procedures which required relatching the
turbine during shutdown operations. The lack of early full identi-
fication of the underlying safety issues in this case indicated a
low level of safety awareness and a less than fully penetrating
technical review of precursor events.

The licensee prepared an NCR (OC1-92-TI-N042) to track .root cause
determination'nd resolution of this problem. The licensee is plan-
ning to make system changes to eliminate the pr'actice of r elatching
the turbines during plant shutdown following 1R6 and 2R6 outages.
As an interim measure the licensee has changed Plant Shutdown
Procedure L-5 to caution the operators and to direct them to check
turbine speed demand signal on the main-control board before
relatching the turbine.

The inspectors stated to the licensee that this situation was a good
example where a thoughtful review of the relevant ARs could have
revealed an ongoing plant issue which could have been addressed and
fixed before it became self-revealing. The licensee's personnel
acknowledged the inspector's comments and agreed that this should
have been dealt with sooner. The inspectors stated that they would
continue to follow the licensee's actions to correct this problem.





Meld Defects Identified in Steam Generator Feed Water Nozzles

On September 24, 1992, the licensee determined that feed water
piping near the feed water nozzles of Unit 1 steam'generators 1-1,
1-2, and, 1-3 had linear indications greater than that allowed by
ASIDE code. The indications were found by ultrasonic inspection of
the heat affected zone between the first, and second off welds. „ This
area is only about two inches long, the result of, replacement of
portions of the Unit 1 feedwater pipe after hot functional'esting.
Reportedly, radiography performed before plant operation in 1985
identified defects in this ar'ea, but showed that the defects were .

smaller at that time and within code allowables.

The licensee initiated an action plan, began work to replace all the
affected feedwater piping, and identify the root'ause of the crack-
ing. Preliminary evaluations by the licensee concluded that the
cracking was due to stresses caused by thermal stratification. This
was postulated to occur during low power operation, when feed flow
volume and temperature are low, allowing the pipe to alternatelyfill with cold water followed by draining and heating from steam.

The licensee stated that the piping in Unit 2 was not likely to have
indications of this severity because the feed water piping upstream
of the nozzles was of single piece construction, the welding had
been completed without interruption of preheat, and Unit 2 had not
been operating in low flow conditions for as long as Unit 1 (322
days .for Unit 1 vice 240 days for Unit.2). The licensee plans to
perform detailed analysis and evaluation as part of the immediate
actions in the acti'on plan to address these concerns for Unit 2.

The NRC inspectors stated that a thorough root cause investigation
was essential to ensure that the cause of the cracking was
adequately understood.

This issue will be followed as part of routine'esident inspection
activities, as well as by the Region V engineering inspectors.
Subsequent to this inspection, technical meetings on this issue were
held with the licensee in the Region V office and at the NRC Office
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

Containment Evacuation and Hi h Airborne adioactivit as a Result
of Steam Gene ator Shot Peenin Activities

On September 26, around 10:00 pm, containment local area radiation
'monitors alarmed near the steam generators. A containment
evacuation was ordered. The condition appeared 'to have been caused
by a low level of airborne radioactive contamination traveling out
of the steam generator by way of a di.sconnect cold leg vacuum hose
supporting steam generator eddy current inspection. The hose had
been intended to be only temporarily disconnected from the cold leg,
but was inadvertently left unconnected. The licensee corrected the
imme'diate situation by reconnecting the air hose, assessing the
uptake of four individuals exposed to airborne contamination, and
performing a tailboard critique with workers involved. Individual





doses were estimated to be less than 500 mr committed dose.
Additionally, a checklist was developed for all line manipulations
associated with eddy current inspection air handling lines which
function as steam generator hot and cold leg ventilation boundaries.

d

No violations or deviations were identified.

ainte ance 62 03

The inspectors observed portions of, and reviewed records on, selected
maintenance activities to assure compliance with approved procedures,
Technical Specifications, and appropriate industry codes and standards.
Furthermore, the inspectors verified that maintenance activities were
performed by qualified personnel, in accordance with fire protection and
housekeeping controls, and that replacement parts were appropriately
certified. These activities included:

Work Order C0104403, Diesel Oil Day Tank 1-3 Level Control Calibration

Work Order C096168, Steam Generator Auxiliary Feed Wate} Pump Maintenance

Work Order C0095780-03, Installation of Unit I FCV-95

Work Order C0098483, Unit I Battery 1-2 Replacement

Work Order R0086027, Steam Generator l-l Pressure Transmitter 516A

No violations or deviations were identified.

ualit Assurance Pro ram Im lementation For Diesel Generator 2-3 Testin
P o ram 37828

~Bk d 3 NR 3 p tt 3 t dd-323/32-22, tt NRB td ttdt d

and issued a violation for the lack of an acceptance criteria in one of
the tests of the EDG 2-3 fuel oil system. The lack of acceptance
criteria for a system of high safety significance prompted additional
inspection in this area by the NRC,. as well as by,the licensee's guality
Assurance staff. Inspections were conducted covering the General
Construction Group testing, which validated the detailed installation
configuration, and the Plant Test Group testing, which validated
functional performance of EDG systems.

Weaknesses I the General Construction Test ro ram or DG 2-3 NRC

inspectors noted that the test of'the EDG control circuitry, H-44405-02E,
"Diesel Generator 2-3 Control Circuitry," specifically the overspeed
trip, had required'on-the-spot changes to the test procedure when the
test could not be performed as described in the test procedure. This
problem occurred because a relay positioning step had been omitted from
the procedure. The procedure was corrected to continue the test.
However, the inadequate test procedure problem was not formally
documented on an Action Request as required by Administrative Procedure
C-12, "Identification and Resolution of Problems and Non-Conformances."
The lack of formal documentation of the problem raised the concern that
the root cause of the error in the test procedure might not be





7.

identified, allowing the potential for errors in the circuitry to go
undetected if other errors were present in the test procedure.

NRC inspection report 50-323/92-,21, previously issued, also described
examples of incomplete verification of EDG control circuitry by this
installation test procedure, which at that time had not yet been
performed.

Weaknesses in the Plant est Grou Test Pro ram for EDG 2-3 Licensee gA
surveillances identified that a Desk Top Instruction governing EDG 2-3
testing allowed test problems to be identified using an evaluation form.
This'ractice circumvented the requirement to formally identify problems
using Action Requests (AR's), as required by procedure C-12. The Desk
Top Instruction procedure was, reportedly, never intended to be used

for'ontrolof safety-related components or activities.

Corrective Action The licensee issued NCR DCO-92-gC-045 to identify the
inadequacies in the EDG 2-3 testing program, and is pursuing formal
resolution of the non-conformance. Immediate corrective actions
performed to date include the issuance of several AR's to formally
document problems which occurred during testing which had been documented
informally, cancellation of the desktop procedure for EDG 2-3 which
allowed the informal documentation of problems, and discussions and close
observation of the EDG 2-3 testing program by quality oversight
organizations. The immediate corrective actions appeared appropriate.

Safet Si nifica ce The EDG 2-3 has not been declared operational in the
plant, and is still being installation tested. Problems identified to
date with the installation and testing appeared to have only minor safety
significance with respect to the EDG's safety function performance. In
accordance with Section VII.B of the Enforcement Policy, this violation
is not being cited, since the problems identified to date appear to have
been of minor safety significance, and since the licensee, identified this
violation and effected appropriate corrective action.

Surveillance 61726

By direct observation and record review of selected surveillance testing,
the inspectors examined compliance with TS requirements and plant
procedures. The inspectors verified that test equipment was calibrated,
and that test results met acceptance criteria or were appropriately
dispositioned. These tests included:

STP H-9A, Emergency Diesel Generator One-Hour Run, for the swing EDG 1-3.

No violations or deviations were identified.

8. E ineeri Safet Featur V rificat'o 717 0

During the inspection period, selected portions of the fuel handling
systems for Units I and 2 were inspected to verify that system
configuration, equipment condition, valve and electrical lineups, and
local breaker positions were in accordance with plant drawings and
Technical Specifications.





No violations or deviations were identified.

9. Licensee Event Re ort Follow U 92700

ailure to Correctl A 1 Techn'ca S ecificat'ions Action St tement for
Control Room Ventilation S stem to Solid State Protect'on S stem Room

e ti ation LER 50-275 92- 0 Closed

As a result of a design review, the licensee identified that the action
statement for the control room ventilation system had been incorrectly=
applied with respect 'to the solid state protection system room. The
licensee had incorrectly assumed that the four redundant ventilation
systems installed in the dual unit control room were equally redundant to
the solid state protection rooms. Actually, only two trains are
installed in each of these rooms. For, corrective action, the licensee
now enters the seven day Action Statement for the applicable unit control
room ventilation any time one of the systems is inoperable. This action
appeared to be appropriate.

'o violations or deviations were identified.

10. 0 en Item Follow U 92703

I ade uate Determinat'on of e ortabi it Of icensee Identified ire ,
otect'on Deficiencies Enforcement Item 50-275 92-20-0 Closed

The licensee response to th'e Notice of Violation appeared appropriate.
This item is closed.

ll. Worki Pectin o Power Su 1 Isolation Is e

Licensee representatives met with members of the regional staff in the
Region V office on September 25, 1992 to discuss an ongoing review of
instrument power supply isolation devices. The following were present:

Pacific Gas 8 Electric Com an

W. Fujimoto, Vice President, Nuclear Techni'cal Services
J. Tomkins, Director, Nuclear Safety Assessment 5 Regulatory Affairs
K. Herman, Instrumentation & Controls Group Supervisor
T. Fetterman, Electrical Group Supervisor
M. Sulouff, Regulatory Guide 1.97 Project Lead
R. Webb, Assistant Project Engineer

RC Re ion V

K. Perkins, Director, Division of-Reactor Safety and Projects
L. Miller, Chief, Reactor Safety Branch
D. Kirsch, Technical Assistant .
P. Johnson, Chief, Reactor Projects Section I

The licensee representatives presented preliminary findings of a detailed
circuit an'alysis which is nearing completion. This analysis stemmed from
the licensee's determination (during a design change review) that safety

I
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and non-safety related (NSR) instruments sha} ed common power supplies.
A copy of materials provided by the licensee is enclosed with this
inspection report. The licensee stated that the review program includes:

Every breaker and circuit which supplies Class '1E components,
involving about 50 circuits per unit. Of these, four have been
completed, with two others in progress. These analyses, which the
licensee expected to complete in 1993, have, so far, not identified
a general concern.

~ A statistically significant sample of other instrument loops. Of
approximately 800 loops (in the two units), 60 randomly selected
loops are being reviewed. These, along with other instrument loops
reviewed for other reasons, will bring the total number reviewed to
about 400. The licensee estimated completion of the random loop
sample program about the end of 1992.

The licensee noted that the design of Diablo Canyon was not required to
conform to Regulatory Guide 1.75. —i.e., full isolation and separation
are not required. The plant was, however, designed to industry standards
which require that no common mode or single failure be able to cause loss-
of both trains of any function. The licensee representatives presented
the following tentative conclusions from the analysis being conducted:

~ Reactor protection and safe shutdown circuits are not affected-
i.e., associated NSR components have been provided with appropriate
isolation devices.

Other NSR components have thus far been found to be fused, indicat-
ing that they are installed to single failure and common mode
failure criteria. The design criteria applicable at the time of
plant construction did not address associated circuits.

~ The only common mode'ailure thus far identified is a seismic event.
So far, all equipment appears to be qualifiable.

The licensee representatives stated that they plan an interim submittal
to NRR in late October 1992 on the circuit isolation review, and that
they will discuss the results with NRR. Mr. Perkins noted that NRR

should be. considered to have the lead on this issue. Mr. Fujimoto
concurred, stating that this briefing of the Region V staff was presented
for informational purposes.

Mr. Perkins thanked the licensee representatives .for their presentation.

12. ~it tt
An exit meeting was conducted on September 30, 1992, with the licensee
representatives identified in Paragraph 1. The inspectors summarized the
scope and findings of the inspection as described in this report.

The licensee did not identify as proprietary any of the materials
reviewed by or discussed with the inspectors during this inspection.





C OSURE

MATERIALS PRESENTED

DURING SEPTEMBER 25, 1992 MEETING
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~ OVERVIEW OF PROJECT

TO RESOLVE POWER ISOLATION ISSUE, A SAMPLING
PROGRAM WILL BE CONDUCTED TO REVIEW THE 120
VAC 1E BREAKERS AND ALL 120 VAC BREAKERS THAT
FEED INSTRUMENT CLASS IA LOADS

~ SIGNIFICANCE/OPERABILITY

ANALYSIS PERFORMED TO DATE SHOWS CIRCUITS M ET
DESIGN CRITERIA

HIGH CONFIDENCE THAT REMAINING ANALYSIS WILL
SUPPORT ACCEPTABILITY

~ REPORTABILITY

POTENTIAL FOR ADDITIONALFINDINGS WARRANTS
REPORTING
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